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ORCHARD IN FOG

Adam speaks:
“Orchard in Fog takes its name from a haunting photograph by Adam Laipson of an apple orchard in 
winter. This particular orchard happens to be the same place where my wife and I were married in my 
hometown of New Salem, MA.

“Orchard in Fog tells the story of an aging man visiting the orchard where he was once married 
many years ago. It is the dead of winter, and he is now weak and tired and nearing the end of his life. 
Movement I (Frail) is reflective, and represents the present day. It features a series of melodies that are 
more melancholic than hopeful. 

“Movement II (Dancing) is a joyful journey down memory lane which captures the old man looking back 
on his life and all of the happy youthful moments he had with his wife.

“Movement III (Farewell Song) gradually brings us back to the present day and to the orchard where the 
old man’s journey first began. This is his farewell song to his love and to the life that he has known. It is 
now time for him to leave everything behind and move into the unknown.  At first, Anne plays entirely 
by herself.  Then a chorale emerges where she doesn’t play at all, symbolizing death.  At the end she 
joins the first violins playing the top note of the chorale, and then the piece fades away. 

“This is an unusual concerto in that it is slow-fast-slow. It is also my most intimate and personal work-
to-date, one that I feel very much connected to. It is heartfelt, emotionally big, and quite lyrical. I hope 
the listeners enjoy the journey that the piece will take them on.”

After the premiere of this work in San Diego in 2018, a critic had this to say about it: “Meyers’ playing is 
what it always has been: a national treasure.  Above all, she is a musical wizard, with astonishing access 
to every kind of expressive color.  Whether within a phrase or on just a single note, she can change tone 
color in a micro-second from smooth grain to rough, from dark to radiant, from thoughtful to assertive.  
And she can, like magic, bring new work to vibrant life.”


